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Abstract— As apperceive the current generation is with 

equal rights, where every woman and man is taking the 

identical accountability in their respective field. Hence 

women are giving equal competition after men in all fields; 

they are assigned works in each even and peculiar shift. But 

in between each unmarried day women and younger females 

from all walks of existence are being assaulted, molested, 

and raped. The sole idea haunting every female in thoughts 

is after they will have the capability to move freely on the 

streets even in ordinary hours without concern about their 

protection. Due to these motives, girls can’t step out 

effortlessly from their homes. Females won't peregrinate 

insecure or helpless inside the event that they have bought 

some sorts of safety units with them. So, the introduction of 

a smart system is that linked with a couple of components 

that continually communicate with a smartphone that has to 

get right of entry to the internet. That gadget additionally 

ensures to supply self-defense application which avails her 

to flee indispensable situations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In nowadays women's security is the most apprehensive 

issue in India. That’s why today within the current 

international scenario, the prime question in each and every 

girl’s in their mind, thinking about the ever-ascending 

increase of issue on women harassment within the recent 

past is generally about her safety and security. The simplest 

conception haunting every lady in phrenic conceptions is 

any time as they'll have the potential to maneuver liberate on 

the streets without panic about their security. Because these 

women cannot go out of their residence in aberrant hours. 

So In Today’s World, the aegis of ladies is 

apprehensive basically in India. The rate of crimes against 

women isn't decrementing however it's incrementing day by 

day at an alarming rate especially harassment, molestation, 

eve-teasing, rape, abducting, and domestic violence. Many 

actions had been taken by the regime to prevent these 

misconducting activities but still, have not affected the 

magnification rate of those malefactions and have remained 

unaffected. The matter of molestation within the workplace 

is an increasing number of popping out daily. Sexual 

harassment at firm undesirable comportment of somebody 

that causes discomfort, offense or misery to the other. In a 

previous couple of years, rape instances incrementing day 

by day so women safety questions in India. Many actions 

had been taken by the regime to prevent these 

misconducting activities but still, haven't affected the 

magnification rate of those crimes and have remained 

unaffected. 

In indispensable situations, women won't feel 

insecure or helpless if they have some kind of safety 

contrivance with them. So within the design of the 

perspicacious contrivance which perpetually communicates 

with a smartphone that has access to the web. In the 

contraption camera connected with wearable contrivance 

and touch switch module. So when the girl feels insecure 

that point press touch switch module and camera start 

capture the bunch of photos of the culprit in an exceedingly 

single touch and commence capture video recording of that 

scenario. Withal, that captured video show name of the 

culprit which subsidiary to facile identifies details of culprit 

utilizing the face recognition method. That device captures 

the image of the offender and the video sends her parents 

and police with the location of the victim. It withal provides 

electric gloves, that accustomed furnish electric shocks to 

the culprit. 

II. IMPLICATION OF DEVICE 

The caliber of security can be incremented more by 

electronics assistance contrivances having the portability 

that may be carried everywhere, which can distinguish the 

location of women, captures the photographs and recording 

video of the culprit and send to her family in instances of 

hazard. 

In this paper withal fixates on providing the 

tolerable electric shock to the culprit that minimizes the 

exited state and avail women to elude the imperative 

situation, and additionally have a propensity to put into 

impact the contrivance that gives bulwark for women in 

public places likewise as conveyances such as cabs, taxi, 

bus, auto-rickshaw and working places. 

This paper introduces keenly smart contraption 

who bulwark and avail to elude to the victim. In this 

appliance raspberry pi module connected with a camera 

module and touch switch. So when a girl or women perceive 

in hassle she has to physically contact on the touch switch 

module. Apart from that camera module automatically 

commences to capturing images of the culprit and 

commence video recording of that scenario. Additionally, 

that send mail all dossiers to her own family member and 

police including the name of the culprit. This contrivance 

adscititious sends mail to the contemporary location of the 

victim to her parents and police via mail. So that they can 

facilely detect her and preserve her. In adscititious things, 

electric gloves withal included in this contrivance. So 

utilizing the victim gives an electric shock to the culprit in a 

censorious situation. It might be a transmutation of culprit 

mind and avail her to elude from there to a safe place. 
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Fig. 1.  Block Diagram of the system 

In this diagram raspberry pi connected with multiple 

electronics components like touch switch module, camera 

module which can utilize for taking pictures furthermore as 

a video recording of that scenario. Withal connected with 

the GPS module which detects the location of the victim. 

The Raspberry pi module consists of an onboard Wi-Fi 

module. Utilizing a Wi-Fi module contrivance connected 

with a mobile hotspot and using the Internet all data send 

victim parents and police stations. All data provide evidence 

against culprits that avails to get justice of the victim. In 

supplemental things, electric gloves withal included in this 

contrivance. So utilizing the victim gives an electric shock 

to the culprit and it would be a vicissitude of culprit mind 

and avail her to elude from there to a safe place. 

            In the flow chart of the contrivance, different 

modules like Camera, Touch switch, GPS are connected 

with Raspberry Pi. So raspberry pi perpetually read the 

digital pin where the touch switch module connected. If the 

switch not pressed that time it reiterates the process to read 

the input of the touch switch module. When switch pressed 

that point raspberry pi to send an indication to a camera to 

commence capturing images and video recording to that 

scenario. Subsequently completion, it sends a command to 

GPS to detect the current location. Apart from that, all data 

send via mail to the victim's parents furthermore as police. 

 
Fig. 2.  Flow chart of the system 

Besides, there's an electric glove which independent of the 

raspberry pi module contrivance. This contrivance utilized 

for consummately self-bulwark propose. Utilizing an 

electric glove victim gives the culprit efficient magnitude of 

electric shock which avails her to elude from that scenario 

and stay away from to culprit for a few times.  

III.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Internet of Things (IoT) 

IoT refers to the utilization of the perspicacious contrivance 

which connected with devices and systems to leverage data 

accumulated by electronics sensors and actuators in gadgets 

and other physical objects. IoT is anticipated to spread 

expeditiously over the approaching years and this 

convergence will unleash incipient dimensions of offerings 

that enhance the delectation of the lifestyles of clients and 

productivity of enterprises, unlocking an opportunity called 

the ‘Connected Life’. 

            Objects round us had been connected for 

decenniums. Devices like TV, Fan turn on or turn off 

furthermore as change other parameters utilizing mobile 

with the avail of IoT. Industrial application of IoT 

technology as an example, through faraway monitoring of 

all parameters from anywhere and control of engendered, is 

withal nothing exceptional for now generation. 

            However, contemporary trends in both networks and 

contrivances are sanctioning a much more preponderant 

range of connected gadgets and the Internet of Things (IoT) 

functionalities. Today, the phrase “Internet of Things” refers 

to the world of keenly intellective connected objects and 

contrivances. In nowadays remote control of all 

contrivances, superseded by a perspicacious contrivance that 

will automatically consummate its task predicated on its 

analysis of consumer comportment.    

B. Raspberry Pi Module  

The raspberry pi is a frugal device withal a minuscule-sized 

computer that contrivance plugs into a computer monitor 

and utilizes a standard keyboard and mouse. It's a 

prosperous little implement that permits humans of all ages 

who facile discover computing and to learn the way to 

software in languages like Scratch and Python. It’s capable 

of doing the entirety you’d count on a computing gadget 

computer to do, from surfing the internet and playing 

exorbitant-definition video, to engendering spreadsheets, 

word-processing, and playing games. What’s extra, the 

raspberry pi can have interaction with the outside world, and 

has been utilized during a big array of digital maker tasks, 

from music machines and determine detectors to climate 

stations and tweeting birdhouses with infra-red cameras. 
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Fig. 3. Raspberry Pi 4 Module 

C. Face Recognition 

Face recognition is a method that avails to distinguishing a 

particular person by their face. Face recognition systems can 

be habituated to unearth human beings in pictures, movies, 

or genuine-time systems additionally. It compares the data 

with a database where stored multiple different faces and 

finds an appropriate match. Facial recognition is a biometric 

software application capable of uniquely distinguishing or 

verifying a person with the avail of comparing and 

analyzing patterns predicated plenarily at the character's 

facial contours. Withal, it's utilized for security purport on 

doorbell system at home, identifies malefactor in a public 

place by police.    

D. Installation of OS  

Firstly installation of OS in raspberry pi download ISO 

image from the official site of Raspberry Pi.  Apart from 

that flash that ISO file into micro SD card utilizing Etcher 

software. Then connect the memory cartridge with the 

raspberry pi module then module connects with the monitor 

utilizing HDMI connector. In order to connect with the Wi-

Fi router and deploy a Python IDE for programming. Then 

give the sanction of all interface which can utilize later like 

camera interface, communication protocol. Then 

authenticate into VNC Viewer which dispense remote 

monitoring. 

E. Camera Module Interfacing  

 Firstly connect the camera module with a raspberry pi 

module at CSI MISI camera port in order to take images. So, 

camera.capture('/home/my_pi/Desktop/my_image.jpg')  

utilizing this syntax camera module capturing a picture that 

would be saved on the desktop. 

 
Fig. 4. Camera module interfacing with raspberry pi 

Utilizing python additionally rotates preview of the camera, 

modification of width and height of a picture, besides apply 

so many effects on images. With view to commencing video 

recording with multiple filters camera. 

start_recording('/home/my_pi/Desktop/my_video.h264') use 

for capturing video recording which might be stored on the 

desktop. 

F. Installation of Open CV 

First, installation of Open CV which avails to face 

recognition within the raspberry pi module. For installing 

Open CV in the raspberry pi module firstly, raspberry pi has 

to expand the filing system and manumit some space for 

Open CV. Then download the OpenCV source from the 

legitimate web page using the internet in raspberry pi. Apart 

from that configuration, a virtual environment for OpenCV 

in order to test face recognition. Additionally, have an 

installation of NumPy for working on cv. Then have to 

provide a way of a directory to a virtual environment. So 

utilizing face recognition detects a person with the 

denomination that identifies a name from the database. 

Utilizing Open CV withal detects eyes, face, smile 

additionally.  

 
Fig. 5. Create Date based 

So for face recognition first engender a database utilizing 

taking multiple images then train those images using trainer 

which is a programming module in Open CV. Apart from 

that module facilely detects a person with a designation 

besides expression. 

IV. RESULT 

After installing of Open CV connect camera module, 

capacitive touch switch, GPS module with raspberry pi. o 

when the victim feels insecure at that point she physically 

contacts the capacitive touch switch at that time camera 

automatic start to capture a bunch of images of the culprit 

and withal a video recording of that scenario. 

 
Fig. 6. Interfacing of devices with Raspberry pi 
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Then all accumulated images converted into Zip file. Apart 

from that zip file and video send her parents and police via 

Email. Additionally utilizing the GPS module which detects 

the live location of the victim and sends mail to her 

emergency contacts like her parents and police. Utilizing the 

location of victim police can reach that place and preserve 

her and withal those images and videos are provides 

evidence against the culprit. 

 
Fig. 7. Create Zip file of Images 

In advance, there's additionally a self-defense 

contrivance carries together with her which is an electric 

glove. An electric glove which completely free-spirited of 

the above-discussed contrivance. This contrivance bulwarks 

her from the culprit and provides a roll in terms of fight 

back for her. When culprit com proximate to the victim that 

time victim physically contacts the culprit body and gives an 

electric shock. That time victims get an opportunity to 

establish a distance from culprit and time to elude from that 

place. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This project gives IoT predicated solutions of women 

security which amass images, video recording and detect the 

location of that scenario and despatched all amass data to 

her parents and police. In this project, face recognition plays 

an indispensable role because utilizing the face recognition 

method contrivance facile detects the designation of the 

culprit which avails to spot the culprit. Withal, images and 

videos send automatically to her parents and police which 

offer evidence against the culprit. This contrivance 

additionally detects the location of the victim and sends too 

so utilizing that location police will reach there and preserve 

the victim and withal catch the culprit. Apart from that, 

those all data send utilizing IoT predicated like mail so that 

withal provides security to those data and nobody would 

facilely destroy it. In this contrivance withal provide self-

bulwark which avails to victim elude from that scenario. 

This project provides a couple of features in a single 

contrivance. 
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